Let G be an infinite compact abelian group and G its dual group. A subset £ of G is said to be independent if for every choice of distinct points x,, . . . , x, of E and integers ai,, ... , ai,, either ai.x, = ai2x2 = • • • = n¡x¡ = 0 or ai,x, + ai2x2 + • • • + ai,x, ^ 0. In this paper, we assume that G contains an infinite independent set. Let M(G) be the measure algebra on G and L\G) the group algebra on G. We denote by Rad L\G) the radical of LX(G) in M(G). We put £(G) = 2TRad L\GT), where t runs through over L.C.A.
group topologies on G which are stronger than the original one. We denote by
A the maximal ideal space of M (G). For p E M(G), we put n*(E) = p(-E)
for every Borel subset E of G. We denote by 9ft the set of all symmetric measures of M(G), that is, 9JÎ = {p E M(G); p*(f) = p(f) for every/ E A}, where p is the Gel'fand transform of p. Then we have £(G) c 3JÎ. A measure p E 9JÎ is called singular-symmetric if p is singular with £(G) (p±£(G)).
In [1] and [2], the author showed that there exists a singular-symmetric measure on R such that p * p E £(/?), where R is the Bohr compactification of the real line R. In [5] , Shimizu showed that there exists a singular-symmetric measure on H = Il//", where Hn is an infinite compact abelian group (ai = 1, 2, . . . ), using essentially the same method as in [1] . In the previous paper [3], the author showed that there exists a singular-symmetric measure p on R such that p" is singular-symmetric for every positive integer ai, where p" = p"-1 * pandp1 = p(ai > 2).
In this paper, we show the following. The essential idea of the proof is found in [1] .
Theorem. Let G be a compact abelian group whose dual group G contains an infinite independent set. Then, for each positive integer k, there exists a singular-symmetric measure p on G such that (a) p" is singular-symmetric if 1 < n < k,
The proof of the Theorem proceeds in steps.
(I) We fix a positive integer k. Let E be an infinite countable independent subset of G.
Lemma. There exists a family of infinite subsets {Enj}0<n<00. Xfii<2" of E such that:
(1) Eni is an infinite subset of E for 0 < n < oo and I < i < 2"; (2)<,. c En + U2i_xandEnJ c En+h2ifor0 < n < oo and 1< i < 2"; (3) E" n £n+1,2,-, = E" n £"+UJ = £",,-, where En = U {£",,; 1 < / < 2"},/or 0 < n < oo and 1 < / < 2"; (4)/or j > n > A: ana" 1 < /', < i2 < ■ • • < i" < 2s, we have Es_xnl HesA= Pl^;
are in/fw/e ieis i/ [jx,j2, . . . J"2) QL {/" i2, . . ., /",}.
Proof. This Lemma is an elementary set-theoretic fact about infinite sets, so we do not give the detailed proof. In the next step, we construct a measure /t on G using the properties of {En/)ni of the Lemma, and in Steps (III) and (IV) we show that u satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of the Theorem. Property (4) is used to show (a) and property (5) is used to show (b). In [1] , we constructed a measure ju on G such that /t J_ £(G) and ju * /x G £(G), using a certain family of subsets {£JIieAof E. Lemma 1 of [1] is the case k = 1 of this Lemma. In [3], we constructed a measure p on G such that p" is singular-symmetric for every positive integer n, using a certain family of subsets [En¡}n¡ of E. But the properties of {Eni} in [3] differ extremely from those in this Lemma.
(11) Let Hni be the subgroup of G generated by £",, and //" = IJ {Hn¡; 1 < i < 2"}. Then we have: (6) for 0 < ai < oo and 1 < i < 2", Hn n //"+, 2,_, -Hn n ^n+,,2, = #* by (3); (Ill) We show that ju. satisfies condition (a) of our Theorem. We fix a positive integer ai such that n > k and prove (a). For s > k and 1 < / < 2s, we put XsU = (í)'2{aaí(Gv); 2'~s(i -1) + 1 < j < 2,-i/} for < > 5. Then iK,i,t}V-s bas only one weak*-cluster point Xsi in M(G) in the same way as the previous part, and we have: 
n! q=\ h,L> 1< l"l < h < < L < V -mîï -» 1 (í ^ oo) for every positive integer n.
Since 1 = || u"|| = ||PJ + ||P;il and || J»,|| -► 1 (j -> oo) by (14), we have ||P;|| -»0. Therefore Ps^> p" is -> oo) in norm. Since £(G) is norm closed and Ps E £(G) is > n > k) by (13), we have p" G £(G) (n > k). This completes the proof of (a).
(IV) We fix a positive integer n such that 1 < n < k, and prove (b). Suppose that /x"^£(G). Then there is a L.C.A. group topology t on G which is stronger than the original one such that /¿"¿Rad LxiGT). Also, this implies u*+1¿Rad L\GT). We put pk+x = rj, + r,2 and e = ||r,,|| > 0, where tj, is the part of pk+x which is contained in Rad LxiGT) and i)xLj]2. By (14), there is a sufficient large positive integer s such that s > k and Let (/" . . . ,in)E Q andp > 1. Then (10) implies that (*"_,Ai, y is supportedn in ®x<q<nGSJ<¡. Therefore (* _1X,,y'XL,(GT). ^fhis'shows that (♦^A^J-Rad L'(GT) [6] . Then we have p"J.Rad L'(GT). This is a contradiction. This completes the proof of (b). Remark 1. For À E M(G), we denote by o(X) the spectrum of X, that is, o(X) = {X(f); f E A}. Let p be the measure that is constructed in our Theorem. Then o( p) is a countable set and there are no nonzero elements in o(p) that are cluster points of o(p).
Remark 2. For fixed positive integers k < q, there are p,, p2, . . . , p E M(G) such that (p¡)s is singular-symmetric for 1 < s < k and (ft)* E t(G) for s > k (i = 1, 2, . . . , a), and *. ft is singular-symmetric. Because, for an infinite independent subset E of G, let E' be an infinite subset of E such that E \ E' is an infinite subset. We construct p, E M(G) such that (p,y±£(G) for 1 < s < Ac, (p,/ E £(G) for í > Â:, and p, = 0 on G \ H', where //' is the subgroup of G generated by E'. Also, we construct p2,. . ., pq E M(G) such that ||ft|| = 1, (ft^-L^G) for 1 < s < k and (ft)* E £(G) for s > k and ft = 1 on H' (i = 2, 3,..., a). Then *'=1 p, = p,±£(G). The author would like to express his thanks to the referee for his kind advice.
